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Spatial formation and transformation of shophouse in the old chinese quarter of patani, thailand

Analytical evaluation of housing patterns in sudan Case study: evaluation and improvement of plan types of detached houses in khartoum

Methods to improve environment of community facilities for handle type electric wheelchair users' behavior

A study on the distribution, the form and the identity of kami-asagi and ton in okinawa island

A study of kami-asagi and ton part 1

Study on the individualized supports through the structured teaching in a workshop for people with intellectual disabilities A case study on a workshop in malaysian with focusing on the individualized working environment and the schedule of shrine buildings and the plan of nob stages in hyogo prefecture

Research on the composition and the layout of the city of the future

Characteristics of confluence of two occupant flows at staircase of high-rise building

Considerations on urban formation and division of housing lots of paramaribo, suriname

Shu YAMANE, Shuji FUNO, Akihito AOI and Keichi SATO

Considerations on block formation and house types in nagapattinam (tamilnadu, india)

Kyota YAMADA, Kazu MURAKAMI and Shuji FUNO

A study on the realities of preservation/improvement of the neighborhood’s environment that used district planning system and voluntary rules Process of gradual rule-making to realize the management of the neighborhood’s environment by parties affected by development and residents

Sumaru KAWAHARA and Shigeru SATOH

The study on improvement of mobility in a hilly residential area Practical use of electric bicycles

Fumihiko SUNOMOTO and Hiroshi SHINOBIE

A comparison study on users' characteristics and recreational activities between a park with reservoir and another without reservoir Characteristics of recreational activities at reservoir's waterfront area

Akira TOMORI, Hironaka SUZUKI and Masuo URAYAMA

Conservation of historical housing and residents' evaluation on local environment in urban center Case study on korean urban traditional house in area of buchun, in seoul

Influence of various types of lightings in the night-cityscape of commercial district The case study in kabukicho, a commercial area of shinjuku young-hwan LEE, Haruhiko GOTô, chang-ho LEE and Hiroko FURUKATA

Transition of townscape through paint colors of the western historic houses in kobe

Mitsuru MORISHITA, Ryoo YANAGIDA and Takahiro NOGUCHI

Citizen consciousness and preservation concept for the historical preservation area of huangprang, taiwan, R.o.c.

Soushi SITTHIVAN, Junko KOMOTO and Hirokazu ABE

Considerations on block typology and the characteristics in urban area of kyoto

Shigeru UOYA, Tetsuya NIWA, Kikuma WATANABE and Shuji FUNO

Study on the planning process for the development of “tama garden city” Study on the planning of suburban residential area developed through a combination of land readjustment projects (I)

Noboru ISHIBASHI and Hiromichi TANIGUCHI

Study of the shift of construction technology and organizational configuration based on the development of architectural elements

Satoshi YOSHIDA and Tomonari YASHIRO

A study on housing modification of households with elderly residents who live in a rented dwelling

From private owner.

Hiroshi KOBAYASHI, Miki NAKAI and Tora NAKAYAMA

A study on the coefficient of convenience with elevator installation in the existing municipal apartment-house

TSUJI Toshikazu and FUJITA Shinobu

A study on the installation cost of the stairs room barrier-free type elevator in an existing municipal apartment-house Compared with the installation cost of the stairs room type elevator

TSUJI Toshikazu and FUJITA Shinobu

The client’s task in a construction project Project process for the client of architectural elements

Takahiko MIZUKAWA, Shuzo FURUSAKA, Tatsuki KANETSU and Shinichi FUJIMOTO

On the standardization of the member size in kaisan-do and shoro, todai-ji A study on the standardization of the member size in the daibutus style part 2

Takahiro SATO

Kutusushi and stone’s arranged pits under posts of a temporary artifact The figure of temporary artifacts that have been built in place of a festival at kosuge in iiyama city of nagano prefecture

Takefumi HAYANO, Shigeru OKAMOTO and Toshikazu TSUCHIMOTO

The exterior and dwelling style of houses designed by tshuthiru kamekii before wwi

Atsuko TANAKA

Opinions of governmental officials on building administration to the kenchikushi law for architects & building engineers

On the place constituted with furniture and interior design Study on the room arrangement in the novel "jin pin ng" part 2

Michelangelo’s project for the new basilica of st. peter part 1

The research of j.b. fischer von erlach’s space composition Plane composition analysis of the concentric plane motif in the “garden pavilions”

Spatial composition of sub-communities and its stability in the “native town” in mumbai, india

The transition of the townscape of the temple town that locates on both sides of the slope toward the mt. tsukuba temple in ibaragi prefecture Forcus on two-storied town houses

Keiko KAMURA

A study on architectural form and role of city mercantile facilities of kaekyong, the capital of koryo dynasty

Noriko MATSUDA and Osamu OBA

The change and characteristic of structure space of atami spa town in meiji and taisho period
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